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Inspection of St Bernadette’s Roman
Catholic Primary School, Whitefield
Abingdon Avenue, Whitefield, Manchester, Lancashire M45 8PT

Inspection dates:

4–5 February 2020

Overall effectiveness

Good

The quality of education

Good

Behaviour and attitudes

Good

Personal development

Good

Leadership and management

Good

Early years provision

Good

Previous inspection grade

Outstanding

What is it like to attend this school?
St Bernadette’s is a welcoming and caring school. Pupils told us that the school’s
motto, ‘Together we learn, Together we achieve, Together we grow in God’s love’,
explains perfectly what it is like to be a child in the school. Pupils are happy and
safe. They have many friends and rarely miss a day at school. Within the family-like
environment, pupils flourish academically and socially.
Leaders have high expectations of all pupils. Pupils value this and try their best.
Relationships between adults and pupils are strong. Pupils say that staff respect and
always have time for them. Pupils behave well in lessons and around the school.
They smile, hold doors open for each other and welcome visitors into school. Pupils
say that bullying does not happen. They know that they can go to staff if they ever
have any worries or concerns.
Pupils have many roles and responsibilities. These prepare them well for the future.
Pupils have a deep sense of responsibility. They voice their dismay and offer
solutions on homelessness and issues around the world. They act to help when they
can. For example, the ‘Mini Vinnie’ group organises many events to raise money for
different charities.

What does the school do well and what does it need to do
better?
The headteacher has led the school well through a difficult period. He has taken
many actions which have led to many improvements. This has resulted in a new
leadership team and many changes to staffing. Throughout this time, leaders have
made sure that pupils achieve well across the school.
Leaders want all pupils to have the best education. Staff share this aspiration.
Leaders and governors care about the staff at the school. They have considered
staff workload when making improvements to the curriculum. Staff acknowledge this
and appreciate the support that they receive.
Leaders have planned an ambitious curriculum which makes sure that pupils learn
things in a logical order. In most subjects, they have thought about what they want
pupils to know and remember. In these subjects, staff have strong subject
knowledge and are confident in their teaching. This is evident in the reading, writing
and mathematics curriculum, where pupils achieve well.
Due to staffing changes, a number of subject leaders are new to role. In these
subjects, leaders have not identified what they want pupils to know and remember
as they get older. However, it is clear from the actions that leaders have taken that
they are in the process of bringing this about.
The assessment of pupils’ learning in English and mathematics is used well by staff.
They make sure that they use this information to match work to pupils’ abilities. As a
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result, pupils achieve well. However, in some subjects, assessment is not used as
well.
Leaders have made sure that reading is at the heart of the curriculum. There are
vibrant and well-resourced reading areas and displays in all classrooms. Pupils enjoy
using these areas. Pupils that I spoke to told me that they love reading. They speak
confidently about the stories that are read to them in class.
As soon as children start in Nursery, they begin their reading journey. The teaching
of phonics is impressive. Leaders ensure that all staff have excellent subject
knowledge. Pupils are given books to read, that are well matched to the sounds that
they are learning. The support that pupils get if they need to catch up is thorough.
As a result, most pupils meet the expected standard in the Year 1 phonics screening
check. Pupils’ achievement in reading is strong.
Pupils with special educational needs and/or disabilities (SEND) achieve to the best
of their abilities. The person responsible for pupils with SEND is highly effective.
There are strong systems in place to make sure that these pupils achieve well.
Pupils have many opportunities to learn beyond the academic curriculum. Pupils’
health education is particularly strong. Healthy diet and exercise are promoted.
Pupils’ learning is enhanced well through trips, residentials, visits and a wide range
of extra-curricular clubs. For example, the eco warriors produced a film of a fox and
a badger exploring their garden at night. Pupils can also take part in activities, such
as running and yoga.
Pupils are proud to attend St Bernadette’s. They are confident, caring and
respectful. Across the school, their behaviour is good and disruption to learning is
rare.

Safeguarding
The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.
Leaders make sure that keeping children safe is a priority. Staff receive regular
training and information. As a result, they act quickly when they have concerns
about pupils’ safety. Leaders have established effective systems within the school.
They ensure that records are detailed and thorough.
Leaders work well with other professionals to make sure that pupils and their
families receive the support that they need. Parents say that staff go above and
beyond to support them. Pupils spoken with during the inspection know how to stay
safe. This includes when they are online.
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What does the school need to do to improve?
(Information for the school and appropriate authority)
 Instability in leadership and staffing has hindered the improvements leaders
planned for the curriculum. As a result, the curriculum is not yet well sequenced
and coherently planned in some subjects. However, it is clear from the actions
that leaders have taken that they are in the process of bringing this about. In
some subjects, curriculum plans do not provide enough detail about what
teachers want pupils to know and remember. Leaders need to make sure that all
curriculum plans provide enough detail so pupils’ learning over time is further
strengthened. For these reasons, Ofsted’s transition statements were applied to
confirm that pupils benefit from a good education.
 Assessment in the core subjects is effective. However, leaders are developing the
use of assessment in the foundation subjects. As a result, assessment is not used
as effectively as it could be to identify gaps in pupils’ learning. Leaders should
ensure that assessment is consistently used to check pupils’ learning to help them
know and remember more.
 Some subject leaders are new to post. Consequently, in some subjects, leaders
have not mapped out clearly what they would like pupils to learn and by when.
Leaders should provide support and training to help subject leaders who are new
to role. This will allow new leaders to develop their subjects, so the curriculum is
more coherent and is well sequenced.

How can I feed back my views?
You can use Ofsted Parent View to give Ofsted your opinion on your child’s school,
or to find out what other parents and carers think. We use Ofsted Parent View
information when deciding which schools to inspect, when to inspect them and as
part of their inspection.
The Department for Education has further guidance on how to complain about a
school.
If you are the school and you are not happy with the inspection or the report, you
can complain to Ofsted.

Further information
You can search for published performance information about the school.
In the report, ‘disadvantaged pupils’ refers to those pupils who attract government
pupil premium funding: pupils claiming free school meals at any point in the last six
years and pupils in care or who left care through adoption or another formal route.
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School details
Unique reference number

105347

Local authority

Bury

Inspection number

10122151

Type of school

Primary

School category

Voluntary

Age range of pupils

3 to 11

Gender of pupils

Mixed

Number of pupils on the school roll

337

Appropriate authority

The governing body

Chair of governing body

Simon Langley

Headteacher

David Proctor

Website

www.stbernadettesrcprimary.org.uk

Date of previous inspection

14 May 2008

Information about this school
 The school has a Catholic religious character.
 The school had its most recent section 48 inspection, undertaken by the Diocese
of Salford, in July 2018.
 The school has a before- and after-school club.

Information about this inspection
We carried out this inspection under section 8 of the Education Act 2005. We
deemed the inspection a section 5 inspection under the same Act.
 Inspectors met with the headteacher and senior leaders. They spoke to seven
governors including the chair of the governing body.
 Inspectors completed deep dives in reading, mathematics, music and geography.
This included discussions with subject leaders, teachers and pupils, visits to
lessons with leaders and scrutiny of pupils’ work. They also looked at a range of
other subjects on the second day of the inspection.
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 Inspectors spoke to many pupils. They observed pupils during the school day,
including lunchtimes. They spoke to parents at the beginning of the school day
and considered the 130 responses to Parent View, Ofsted’s online questionnaire.
 Inspectors checked the school’s approach to safeguarding. They met with the
designated safeguarding leader and the deputy designated safeguarding leader.
They also spoke with the school’s administrative staff. They scrutinised
documentation, such as policies, records of recruitment and pre-employment
checks. Inspectors spoke to a range of staff about safeguarding.
 Inspectors examined a range of documentation, including published information
about the school’s performance in national assessments, the school’s selfevaluation and development plan, information related to behaviour and
attendance and the information published on the school’s website.
Inspection team
Julie Barlow, lead inspector

Her Majesty’s Inspector

Stephen Rigby

Ofsted Inspector

Kathy Hall

Ofsted Inspector
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The Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills (Ofsted)
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and
inspects childcare and children’s social care, and inspects the Children and Family
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council
children’s services, and inspects services for children looked after, safeguarding and
child protection.
If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.
You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence,
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email:
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk.
This publication is available at http://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.
Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.
Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD
T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted
© Crown copyright 2020
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